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and classify eLLs, an attempt has been made to create a common english-proficient 
performance definition for states (Cook & macdonald, 2014). The descriptors set 
forth in the report represent eLL performance in english at the end of each of three 
proficiency levels (low, moderate, and high) for receptive and productive language. 
it is further presented by oral and text-based language across the three dimensions 
of academic language: discourse, sentence, and word/phrase. Figure 2.5 summa-
rizes receptive and productive descriptors reflective of performance definitions 
across five levels of language proficiency—the number that typifies the develop-
mental sequence that most states use.

Figure 2.5 Abbreviated Performance definitions for Receptive and Productive Language

At their given level of language proficiency, ELLs will . . .

Comprehend (through listening and 
reading) Produce (through speaking and writing)

Language 
proficiency 
level 5

A broad range of academic vocabulary 
in a variety of sentences of varying 
language complexity in extended 
discourse of each content area

Cohesive, organized, and fluent language 
that includes multiple registers and 
genres, varied sentence structures related 
to content-area topics, purpose, and 
audience, along with precise vocabulary

Language 
proficiency 
level 4

Specialized academic and technical 
vocabulary in sentences of varying 
language complexity within discourses 
across content areas with some 
instructional supports

Organized language that flows and 
includes several registers and genres that 
contain a variety of sentences structures 
and a range of specialized academic 
vocabulary related to content-area topics

Language 
proficiency 
level 3

General academic and some specialized 
vocabulary related to the content areas 
presented in a variety of expanded 
sentences within discourses that rely on 
visual, graphic, and interactive supports

Language that includes a sense of 
register and genre with some sentence 
variety and length, along with specialized 
academic vocabulary related to content

Language 
proficiency 
level 2

General academic language related to 
the content areas presented in simple 
and compound sentences within 
discourses that rely on visual, graphic, 
and interactive supports

Words and expressions presented in 
short, often repetitive sentences that 
relay a generalized meaning of the 
communication within a genre

Language 
proficiency 
level 1

Some phrases and short, simple 
sentences that rely on visual, graphic, 
and interactive supports

Pictorial and graphic representation of 
language with sporadic words, phrases, 
and memorized chunks of language

Source: Adapted from gottlieb, 2006, p. 28.

REFLECTION

Using Performance Definitions for Language Differentiation

Figure 2.5 presents a thumbnail sketch of criteria associated with levels of language pro-
ficiency. Using this information as a starting point, how might you group your ELLs accord-
ing to their receptive and productive language? You may wish to use Resource 2.1 and add 
names of your students to each cell to help form different groups for language instruction.
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